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EBJ: How has business been for IN-

TERA over the past couple of years? 

Lavenue: Over the last few years, IN-

TERA has sustained a 10% organic growth 

rate and has also grown inorganically 

through acquisitions, which broadened 

INTERA’s service offerings and expanded 

its locations geographically. We did experi-

ence some short-term impact to our field 

work in 2020 due to Covid restrictions but 

our data analytics and modeling revenue 

surpassed our expectations, which enabled 

us to finish 2020 on plan. One major 

highlight in 2020 was winning the Cen-

tral Plateau Cleanup Contract (CPCC) 

at the Hanford Site with our partners at 

Amentum lead by Scott Sax, Amentum’s 

Program Director for CPCC. We are 

very fortunate to be able to support Scott 

and his technical team in achieving great 

things at Hanford over the next ten years. 

Another major milestone is building the 

Composite Analysis (CA) and Cumulative 

Impact Evaluation (CIE) systems for our 

customer, DOE Richland Operations Of-

fice, to support disposal and remediation 

decisions at Hanford. #ere is nothing else 

like these tools on the planet relative to 

providing a comprehensive evaluation for 

hundreds of waste sites with shallow and 

deep contamination, multiple active and 

inactive hazardous and radioactive waste 

facilities, major radioactive waste storage 

systems, and complex groundwater plumes 

that are comingled and spread across four 

Operable Units. Lastly, our mining, coastal 

engineering and water resources/utilities 

teams have significantly expanded our ser-

vices and geographic coverage by executing 

on our strategic plan. I couldn’t be prouder 

of what my team has accomplished. 

EBJ: How does INTERA differentiate 

from competitors and in which ways 

does it bring additional value to your 

customers? 

Lavenue: Two key INTERA differen-

tiators are the remarkably long tenures in 

our staff and the wide employee owner-

ship and engagement we have achieved. 

Annually, INTERA’s attrition of 3% is less 

than a third of our peers in our industry. 

INTERA has also retained over 90% of 

staff joining INTERA via acquisition over 

the last decade. Engagement is achieved 

by clarity in our purpose, our values and 

regular anonymous feedback on how our 

team is experiencing work. 

#is has led to our recent recognition 

as a company that has successfully built 

a meaningful and sustainable corporate 

culture. #e low attrition rate enables 

continuity in project teams over years and 

sometimes decades that our clients appre-

ciate. For example, long term projects such 

as the Hanford site environmental restora-

tion, the Swiss radioactive waste isolation 

program, the Tampa Bay Water Utility in-

tegrated SW/GW modeling and the Rang-

er Uranium Mine Closure Plan modeling 

support in Darwin, Australia benefit from 

longevity of the INTERA staff working on 

their projects. 

EBJ: INTERA also has offices in 

Switzerland and France. When did you 

established these offices and why did it 

make sense strategically?
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Lavenue: We had offices in Switzerland 

and France in the mid-90s but after our 

sale to Duke Engineering and Services 

in 1995, those offices were either closed 

or sold. When we were able to purchase 

INTERA back from Duke in 2002, we 

re-established both offices after our Euro-

pean leadership came back to INTERA. 

#e main strategic reason we wanted back 

into Europe was to re-establish our role in 

the French and Swiss High-Level Radioac-

tive Waste (HLW) programs headed up by 

Andra and Nagra respectively. With Yucca 

Mtn in the States defunded and WIPP 

operational, the historic roles we played 

in the domestic programs e.g., site charac-

terization, modeling and performance as-

sessment (PA), had dried up so we shifted 

talent to the Nevada Test Site (now NNSS) 

project and later to Hanford and made a 

strategic decision to get back into the Eu-

ropean and Nordic HLW programs. We 

now also support mining clients and water 

resources clients in our European offices. 

Our interest in remaining a player in 

the HLW market is due to the technology 

transfer these programs enable. Tools, soft-

ware and IP developed on these programs 

are often transferable to our environmen-

tal, mining and water resource clients’ 

projects. It gives us a competitive advan-

tage. In fact, the reason we were selected 

to support Rio Tinto/ERA on the Ranger 

Uranium closure project in Darwin over 

other well-established mining consulting 

companies was due to our PA expertise and 

the similarities of the Ranger Mine closure 
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requirements to a PA for a HLW site. 

EBJ: How does INTERA promote 

innovation throughout the company? 

And have you incorporated new services 

and/or new practices within the past 

couple of years? 

Lavenue: INTERA historically has de-

veloped first-in-kind solutions to ground-

water problems in the environmental in-

dustry. Notwithstanding the development 

of the CA for the DOE at Hanford I men-

tioned earlier, over the last decade we were 

much more focused on applying technol-

ogy readily available in the industry versus 

advancing the state of the science further. 

However, in 2020 we decided that it was 

timely for us to do more and we have made 

some key hires to re-establish INTERA’s 

role in advancing uncertainty analysis as 

it relates to making risk-based decisions 

which clients across all our lines of busi-

ness are facing. 

For example, Dr. Jeremy White, inter-

nationally recognized as an expert in inver-

sion of natural-system models and statis-

tical uncertainty quantification, joined 

INTERA last year to head up our decision 

analysis offering to our water resources, 

mining and environmental clients. As a 

Principal Hydrogeologist at INTERA, Dr. 

White’s focus will include providing value 

to our clients in decision analysis as well 

as to the hydrogeologic technical commu-

nity via the continued development of his 

open-source codes: PEST++ and pyEMU 

and other uncertainty analysis/optimiza-

tion tools. 

INTERA Advocates Digitalization Strategies for Clients

Source: INTERA presentation document
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Another area of innovation that we 

kicked off in 2020 is the digital trans-

formation of the water utility industry. 

Another Key hire we made, Dr. Alison 

Adams, the previous Chief Technology 

Officer at Tampa Bay Water (TBW), the 

largest wholesaler of water in the State of 

Florida serving 2.5M customers, joined us 

a few years ago. Dr. Adams was the archi-

tect of TBW’s digital transformation and 

today, TBW has one of the most advanced 

Decision Support Systems (DSS) in the 

water utility industry. 

INTERA played a key role in the de-

velopment of TBW’s DSS and when she 

retired from TBW, I asked her to join us so 

that we could bring our collective expertise 

to bear on the digital transformation chal-

lenges our water utility clients are facing. 

A few months ago,  INTERA joined the 

Intel Partner Alliance, Internet of #ings. 

We will use  Dr. Adams’ experience and 

INTERA’s data analytics expertise. Intel, 

INTERA and another key partner of ours, 

Isle Utilities, have formed a coalition with 

a handful of water utilities to co-create 

new technologies and new reference digi-

tal architectures which will disrupt the old 

way the water industry has traditionally 

managed their operations. Dr. Adams has 

written a white paper describing the Digi-

tal Transformation Roadmap. Intel has led 

digital transformation across several indus-

tries and offers a unique opportunity to 

engage Intel’s complete industrial ecosys-

tem of partners including End Users and 

Solution Providers to Water Utilities.

EBJ: How did your backlog change in 

2020 and how do you think that things 

will be in 2021? 

Lavenue: We experienced some impact 

to our environmental and coastal engineer-

ing business in 2020 due to the pandemic. 

I am also concerned that short term, some 

of our municipal clients will be tightening 

their belts given the payment delinquency 

some of them are already experiencing 

from their customers. I suspect we will see 

some 2021 backlog impact in the shorter 

term due to the economy but hopefully 

the stimulus recently passed will more than 

offset any lingering covid impact. 

EBJ: How is INTERA’s organizational 

structure? And how has the structure 

changed over the past year? What are 

the things that work well? 

Lavenue: INTERA is organized region-

ally like most other service firms. As we 

have grown and new roles opened, mem-

bers of our team stepped up to address the 

needs of the organization. Over the last 

decade we have expanded into California, 

Europe (again), Australia, Washington, 

and Indiana. Over the last decade I have 

been slowly executing a leadership succes-

sion plan so we can be resilient as my gen-

eration retires from the company. My pre-

decessor executed this perfectly and I am 

following the process he used so there is 

minimal disruption to the company. One 

other major structural change I made was 

the addition of an external Board member 

about 8 years ago. Robert Malone, the past 

chairman and president of BP America, 

Inc., agreed to serve on INTERA’s Board 

due to the close friendship he has with our 

retired founder Ron Lantz. 

Bob’s governance experience and advice 

in our strategic plans to grow our mining 

and oil and gas services has been a game 

changer for us. Bob brings lots of gover-

nance best practices to INTERA’s Board. 

He currently serves as an independent 

director of the Halliburton Company, as 

Chairman of Peabody Energy Company, 

and is a board member, president and 

CEO of the privately held First National 

Bank of Sonora, Texas. He began his board 

position with INTERA in March 2012.

EBJ: You’ve worked at INTERA for 

some time now. Can you describe your 

experience and how it has evolved since 

you started? What qualities, abilities 

and circumstances have taken you and 

the company to achieve great success? 

Lavenue: I joined INTERA in 1985 

fresh out of grad school as a groundwater 

modeler. My MS advisor always spoke so 

highly of INTERA so it was a real honor 

to get a job offer from them. INTERA also 

hired my officemate in grad school, Van 

Kelley, who has also spent his career here 

and has been instrumental in the growth of 

our water supply/resource business. 

Over the many decades with INTERA, 

I never felt as if there wasn’t new opportu-

nities to pursue. I have grown up with my 
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peers, Cindy Ardito and Alaa Aly, who are 

both INTERA Board members now. It has 

been very satisfying to see INTERA grow 

through the shared efforts of all of our 

team. Regarding the qualities for advanc-

ing your career, I can say that fast growth 

happens when you step way out of your 

comfort zone. 

For example, I volunteered to open our 

first branch office in Albuquerque, now 

a 50-person office. #ere had been some 

hesitancy for us to expand but now it’s 

clear that geographical expansion was re-

ally key to us growing from a small one 

office business to a middle-market cor-

poration. I would say that the most life 

changing event was my decision to move 

to France in the middle of my career to 

pursue a PhD under Ghislain DeMarsily. 

I remained an INTERA employee while 

in France studying and I opened an office 

and hired one of my graduate school bud-

dies, Benoit Paris, to take over after I re-

turned to the States. Benoit leads our team 

in France today. So, the advice I give to our 

younger staff is to take risks and volunteer 

to open new locations. #e challenges you 

will face on the front lines forces you to 

make decisions under uncertainty, which 

will prepare you for future leadership op-

portunities. 

EBJ: How would you describe your 

leadership style? And what words of 

wisdom do you have to share with your 

peers across the environmental industry 

and the next generation of leaders to 

come?

Lavenue: I recently read the book Loon-

shots by Safi Bahcall. Borrowing from his 

perspective on leadership, my leadership 

style is that of a ‘careful gardener’. When 

you hire right, have clarity of purpose and 
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our personnel in key positions is critical as 

you scale. Doug Tatum’s book, No Man’s 

Land, covers this topic in great detail and 

was a great resource for me early in my ex-

ecutive career. 

I have been fortunate to have a team 

that understands we have to match the 

right people with the need of the organiza-

tion at any given time. I am not suggesting 

that these conversations have been easy by 

any means because it often requires them 

to step out of roles they may have held for 

years so that we could get new talent in 

those roles particularly as succession oc-

curs. I have found that employing empa-

thy and clarity of purpose in these conver-

sations has enabled INTERA to continue 

to evolve and grow. 

One last thing I would like to convey 

is how important we believe it is to share 

the financial upside with your current and 

future leaders. In my M&A activities, I 

have seen too many small business owners 

hoard ownership to their own detriment. 

#ese companies rarely scale past 20 to 50 

people because of the revolving door of tal-

ent that pass through the company. Once 

a high potential employee realizes they will 

never get a piece of the pie they are gone. 

INTERA has been very accommo-

dating in our approach to ownership for 

staff we want to lock in for the long term. 

We have used Restricted Stock, Incentive 

Stock Options, Non-Qualified Stock Op-

tions and direct stock sales as tools to fa-

cilitate ownership for younger staff. It has 

also enabled us to transition a significant 

portion of the INTERA ownership from 

my generation to the younger staff over 

the last decade without needing to go the 

ESOP route. 

Having spent most of my professional 

life at INTERA, my passion is to continue 

enhancing the company as I transition out 

of my CEO role over the next 5 years. I 

am very enthused about the future we 

have and believe our next generation will 

be ready when the time comes for them to 

take INTERA to the next level. 

roles, and provide the right conditions for 

your team to succeed, the company can 

thrive. As a careful gardener, my job is to 

be a good steward and ensure the nourish-

ment and care of the organization. 

An engaging corporate culture is nutri-

tion for the organization, as such, we have 

been very intentional in building a great 

corporate culture and holding everyone 

accountable to the behaviors aligned with 

our core values. #e pruning process is a 

metaphor for eliminating any bad behav-

iors that may surface from time to time. 

We are all humans so we will fail in 

meeting the standards we set, God knows, 

I have made lots of mistakes over 13 years 

as INTERA’s CEO. #e key is to prune as 

needed and grow from these situations as 

individuals and as a team. One resource 

that has helped us is Kim Malone Scott’s 

Podcast on Radical Candor which de-

scribes best practices on developing trust-

ing relationships with your team by “Car-

ing Personally and Challenging Directly’. I 

highly recommend it.

#e pruning process also describes the 

periodic strategic planning and execution 

needed to grow intentionally. Reassessing 

our markets, our geographic locations and 
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